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Abstract
We cultured human bone-derived mesenchymal stem cell(MSC)s (HMS0014:Yub621b) on a 3D collagen gel scaffold (Cellmatrix Type I-A) under non-inducing
and inducing conditions in vitro. Conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed for studying turnover of the MSCs and extracellular
matrix (ECM) scaffold. The non-induced MSCs were fibroblast-like cells containing a variable number of membranous organelles and paraplasmic vesicles, and
were characterised by elongated cell processes to ensheath reticular fibres; the Cellmatrix gel formed an interwoven fibrillar network in the ECM. Under inducing
condition, MSCs were osteoinduced to differentiate into plurimorphic Ob-like cells extending thin elongated processes to make a cellular meshwork in the ECM
scaffold. The fine structure study identified that osteoconduction was initiated with contact osteogenesis on the Cellmatrix collagen networks. A temporo-spatial
replacement of fine Cellmatrix fibrils by collagen type I fibrils, and matrix vesicle- and appositional collagen-mediated mineralisation were found in the ECM
scaffold. Results from this study suggest that mature HMS0014 Ob-like cells actively regulate the microenvironment to deposit osteoid tissue by the guided bone
regeneration method (GBR) concepts.

Introduction
Many previous in vitro studies of culturing mesenchymal stem
cell(MSC)s on the titanium (Ti) dental implant (IP) have shown that
MSCs differentiated into osteogeneic osteoblast (Ob)-like cells, which
commenced osteoconduction in direct bone-to-IP contact (BIC)
formation at substrate surfaces of the IP under induction conditions.
The mature Ob-like cells were secretory cells exhibiting early bone cell
phenotype and late-stage osteogeneic differentiation [1-3]. In a recent
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) study, we have observed that
small polygonal human bone-derived HMS0014:Yub621b (fibroblastlike MSC, bone, human; Riken BRC, Tsukuba, Japan) cells proliferated
and differentiated into large flat and pleomorphic cells sending out
many cellular processes to attach on titanium (Ti) discs within 180
min culture under osteoinduction [4]. Findings of our histochemical
studies revealed that Ob-like HMS0014 cells were activated to initiate
osteogenic response since day 1 and thereby mineralising tissue being
markedly deposited with calcification loci between days 7 and 14 of
experiment. In addition, we recognised that ECM mineralisation
significantly progressed in particular in 3D cultures [1,4-6].
The establishment of BIC interfaces was osteoinduction of the
pre-Ob cells followed by cement line sedimentation and appositional
hard tissue growth to induce osteogenesis phenomena at the substrate
surface of the implant [2,7-11]. Furthermore, there have many studies
revealed that seeding osteogenic MSCs on 3D scaffold or IPs coated with
collagen could enhance cell-biomaterial interactions to promote the
growth, differentiation and osteoconduction on Ti dental IPs [1,5,7,1215]. We preliminary estimated that Cellmatrix Type I-A fibrillar
component formed an interwoven scaffold network for hard tissue
formation by MSCs to surround Ti-IP test samples [11]. In the present
study, therefore, we performed a transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) examination of HMS0014: Yub621b cells 3D-cultured with
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Cellmatrix Type I-A gel in vitro, and focused on turnover in Ob-like
cells and mineralisation of the ECM scaffold.

Materials and methods
Immature HMS0014:Yub621b (fibroblast-like MSCs, bone, human;
Riken BRC, Tsukuba, Japan) cells were filtrated, centrifuged, and then
were incubated and maintained in POWEREDBY10 (GlycoTechnica
Ltd., Sapporo, Japan) supplemented with 1% antibiotic-antimycotic
agent (100units/mL penicillin + 100μg/mL streptomycin; Nacalai
Tesque, Kyoto, Japan) in cell culture 75cm2 flasks (TPP, Switzerland) at
37°C in humid air with 5% CO2 for 72h.

Tissue engineering of MSCs on 3D collagen gel scaffold
100mm plastic tissue culture dishes (IWAKI, Tokyo, Japan)
were paved with Cellmatrix Type I-A gel (base layer), paved with
a layer of cell clusters containing immature HMS0014 cells in
Cellmatrix Type I-A collagen gel (top layer, cell layer), and then
overlaid with POWEREDBY10 (added with ascorbic acid+βglycerophosphate+dexametazone; overlay medium) hence the cells
were induced to different into osteogeneic Ob-like cells on the
Cellmatrix scaffold in a 3D microenvironment (1×106cells/mL; humid
5% CO2/37°C, for 21 days) according to the “Collagen Gel Embedded
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Culture Method” (http://www.nitta-gelatin.co.jp; Nitta Gelatin Inc.),
and were designated as samples of the experimental group (the
experimentals).

cf

In contrast, HMS0014 cells co-cultured with Cellmatrix under
non-inducing condition (without addition of osteogenic supplements)
and maintained for 3 days following the same Cellmatrix embedded
culture method were prepared for samples of the control group (the
controls) in the present study.

RF (1c)

Tissues dissected from both the controls and experimentals were
immersion-prefixed (½ Karnovsky’s fixatives), post-fixed (1.0% OsO4)
and embedded in EPON 812 (TAAB, Berkshire, UK). The Eponembedded samples were semi thin (1-2µm thickness) and ultrathin
(70-90nm thickness) sectioned with glass or diamond knives using an
ultratome (ULTROTOME; LKB, Stockholm, Sweden), and prepared
for survey light microscopy (LM) and conventional TEM.
The semi thin sections were picked up on slide glass, stained with
0.5% malachite green (80°C, 60-100sec), 0.5% toluidine blue (80°C,
30sec) and 0.5% basic fuchsin (room temp, 10sec). The specimens were
immersed in cedar oil and embedded under a cover glass, and then
observed and photographed under an Olympus BX41 LM mounted
with an Olympus FX380 3CCD digital camera system (Olympus,
Tokyo, Japan; OS: Windows XP, Microsoft, CA, USA). On the other
hand, the ultrathin sections were picked up on 150-mesh copper grids;
the specimens were electron stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate, and then examined and photographed with a Hitachi H-7100
TEM (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) following the conventional methods.
The present GBR method osteoinduced human MSCs within a 3D
collagen scaffold to actively regulate a homeostatic microenvironment
for commencing osteoconduction in vitro.

Results and discussion
Ob-like HMS0014 cells and the ECM in the cell layer
Controls (days 1 and 3 specimens): The non-inducing HMS0014
cells were spherical, polygonal cells (dimension: 10µm×40µm) MSCs
characterised by dendritic pseudopodia which extended many long
and thin cytoplasmic processes to ensheath reticular fibres (diameter
(d)=1-3μm) consisting of fine collagen type III fibrils and ground
substance [16]; MSCs thereby interconnecting to make a cellular
meshwork in loose connective tissue of the cell layer (Figure 1a-1c).
The fibroblast-like MSCs showed a high nucleus-to-cytoplasm (N/P)
ratio, and the indented ovoid-shaped nucleus being finely distributed
with hetero- and eu-chromatin. Fine structure examination revealed
that the cytosol of the active MSCs under non-inducing condition was
rich in ribosomes, and the cytoplasm contained well-developed Golgi
complexes, rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) studded with electron
dense material, abundant elongated mitochondria in the orthodox
configuration, and a few phagosomal lysosomes (Figure 1b).
In the ECM, we observed that the Cellmatrix collagen networks
were composed mainly of thin (d≒10nm, band interval=indistinct)
fibrils intermingled with a few thick (d=15-30nm, band interval
d≒20nm) fibrils (Figure 1d).
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The histology of the experimental and control groups
The samples containing 3D-cultured HMS0014 cells developed
in the dishes under non-induced (the controls: days 1 and 3 samples)
and induced (the experimentals: days 3, 7, 14 and 21 samples) culture
conditions were dissected and prepared for the present study.
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Figure 1. LM & TEM of non-inducing HMS0014 cells cultured with Cellmatrix scaffold
(day 3 control). 1a) LM of the MSC clusters. 1b) TEM indicates that the MSCs are fibroblastlike cells representing immature type of osteogeneic cells (N: nucleus, P: cytoplasm,
ER: endoplasmic reticulum, M: mitochondrion, L: lysosome, G: Golgi apparatus). 1c)
The MSCs have long and thin cytoplasmic processes to ensheath the reticular fibre (RF)
containing thin collagen fibrils (cf) and amorphous materials. 1d) Cellmatrix collagen
fibrils (▲: thin fibrils d≒10nm, indistinct band interval, : thick fibrils; d=15-30nm, band
interval=20nm ) are distributed in the ECM.

The findings indicated that the non-inducing MSCs 3D-cultured in
Cellmatrix Type I-A gel for 3 days were secretory linage cells, but were
not yet activated to initiate osteogeneic response or differentiate into
bone-forming osteoblast (Ob)s (Figure 1a-1d).

Experimentals (day 3 to day 21 specimens)
TEM showed that osteoinduced HMS0014 Ob-like cells had
a bulging cell body (dimension: 30µm×90µm – 100µm×200µm)
abundant in cytoplasm showing low N/P ratio. The cells extended
many flat lamellipodia and dendritic filopodia with structural surface
modification of many microvilli; the cells were closely intracellularly
junctions. The cytoplasm was rich in ribosomes and morphoplasms,
e.g. membranous organelles of well-developed ER and Golgi apparatus,
and many mitochondria exhibiting the orthodox configuration with the
inner compartment filled with abundant electron-dense matrix (Figure
2a-2b). Furthermore, small smooth-surface paraplasmic vesicles
(d≒150nm) distributed nearby and at the cell membrane and many
paraplasmic vesicles closely related with characteristic electron-dense
lysosomes were observed. The membranous structures were estimated
to be the morphoplasm supporting the stable and maturation models
for vesicular transport (trafficking) mechanisms of the mature Ob-like
cells. Other than vesicle budding, microapocrine secretion of matrix
vesicles (MVs; d=30-300nm) at the cell membrane was demonstrated
(Figure 2b).
TEM observed that the cytosol of the day 21 Ob-like cells was
filled with a well-developed cytoskeletal network consisting of
microfilaments (d=3-6nm), intermediate filaments (d≒10nm)
and microtubules (d=20-25nm; Figure 3c). Also we found that the
nucleolemma of day 21 Ob-like cells showed dilated nuclear pores and
perinuclear cisternal space filled with electron-condense substance;
the disintegrating nucleolemma enveloped some patches of condensed
chromatin and many enlarged autophagic vacuoles (Figure 3a). The
histology indicated that Ob-like cells in the growing tissue-engineered
tissue were entering the terminal phase of autophagic degeneration,
a type of non-apoptotic programmed cell death in the 21st day of
experiment. Gap junctions (GJS) connecting degenerative cells and
adjacent cells were evident (Figure 3a-3b).
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collagen type I fibrils (d=25-40nm, band interval=50-60nm) extending
towards the central portion of the intercellular ECM. The fine structure
findings indicated formation of a 3D ECM scaffold connecting the base
and cell layers.
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Sedimentation of cement line and collagen-mediated mineralisation
were found contributing to contact osteogenesis phenomenon occurred
on the peripheries of Cellmatrix fibres in the ECM scaffold). In contrast,
both MV- and collagen-mediated mineralisation events (d=100280nm), needle-like crystallite deposition and subsequent accretion
of calcospherite and calcified locus (dimension=1.0µm×1.0µm to
2.0µm×5.0µm) formation arose at spatially/structurally sites by the
nucleation phenomena, which occurred adjacent to Ob-like cells and
along collagen fibrils (of the Cellmatrix scaffold and what secreted
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Figure 2. LM & TEM of HMS0014 cells of the day 7 experimental group. 2a) The LM
shows Ob-like cells in the Cellmatrix meshwork. 2b) The osteoinduced HMS0014 Oblike cells have a bulging cell body abundant in cytoplasm showing low N/P ratio. (N:
nucleus, P: cytoplasm, ER: endoplasmic reticulum, G: Golgi apparatus, M: mitochondrion,
L: lysosome、PV: paraplasmic vesicle). Both matrix vesicles (MV; d=40-300nm) and
collagen-mediated mineralisation events are found nearby the Ob-like cell (circled area).
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Figure 4. LM & TEM of the day 21 experimental HMS0014 cells cultured under inducing
condition. 4a) LM of a semithin section showing the base and cell layers of a day 21
experimental specimen; sedimentation of cement line (▲) at the periphery of Cellmatrix
scaffold (☆) is found. 4b) TEM indicates that the cell layer is distributed with plurimorphic
cells extending fine elongated processes. 4c-e) TEM shows sedimentation of an afibrillar
cement line (▲) at the periphery of Cellmatrix scaffold (☆) and collagen-mediated
mineralisation (◆) in the ECM, and therefor obtain a direct osteogenesis of tissueengineering tissue on the Cellmatrix Type I-A 3-D scaffold . 4f) In the central ECM, TEM
shows mineralisation related with Cellmatrix Type I-A collagen (■).
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Figure 3. TEM of a day 21 experimental HMS0014 cell. 3a) The nucleolemma of day the
21 Ob-like cells shows dilated nuclear pores and perinuclear cisternal space filled with
electron-condense substance (L: lysosome, M: mitochondrion, PV: paraplasmic vesicle,
▲: perinuclear cisternal space, ■:dilated nuclear pore, ＊: autophagic vacuole). 3b) TEM
shows GJS connecting degenerative day 21 experimental Ob-like cells. 3c) The cytosol of
the day 21 Ob-like cell is filled with a well-developed cytoskeletal network (↑).

LM of the cultures under inducing condition revealed that
Cellmatrix collagen gel of the base layer sent out branches to blend with
the ECM scaffold of the cell (top) layer in the experimental specimens.
The cell layer was distributed with plurimorphic cells extending
elongated processes, faintly stained fine fibrils and ground substance
(Figure 4a; day 7, Figure 4b; day 3). On the other hand, TEM studies
observed that Cellmatrix collagen gel branches distributing at the
peripheries of the base layer were divided into collagen warps and wefts
(fibres; d≒1µm) which further spread out fine fibrils spreading into
the cell layer (Figure 4a, 4c-4f; days 7 & 14). The Cellmatrix fibres were
composed of fibrillar collagen (d=10-40nm, band interval=indistinct
to 20nm) and amorphous ground substance which blended into
the ECM sealing the space between neighboring Ob-like HMS0014
cells. Furthermore, the present TEM of the days 3-14 experimental
specimens showed that at the vicinity to the plasma membrane, there
were distribution of matrix vesicles (MVs) and accumulation of thin
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5a-b) TEM of the day 7 experimental group. 5a) Collagen-mediated

mineralisation and calcification loci (↑) formation closely related with the Cellmatrix Type
I-A collagen scaffold meshwork are observed. 5b) In the central region of the intercellular
ECM, distribution of Cellmatrix Type I-A collagen fibrils (●: d=15-48nm, 20nm avg.) with
indistinct bandings (20nm bandings) is demonstrated .
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by the Ob-like cells) were demonstrated in the ECM of the cell layer
between days 3 and 14 of experiment (Figure 5a-5b). The present TEM
also revealed MV- and collagen-mediated calcification in the ECM
scaffold of the experimental day 21 specimens. However, Cellmatrix
fibres or fibrils were hardly identified in the ECM of the day 21
specimens (Figure 6).
Previously, we have studied MSCs cultured on Ti test samples
subjected to different surface substrate modifications under inducing
condition, and obtained results to indicate that immature MSCs were
osteoinduced within 180 minutes, and differentiated into mature Oblike cells during three days of culture [1,4,5,10,11]. In the present study,
we 3D-cultured HMS0014 MSCs on Cellmatrix Type I-A gel, and in
particular investigated the turnover of cells and ECM scaffold under
induction condition. Findings of the study demonstrated that the
HMS0014 MSCs were clusters of intercellular-connected fibroblastlike cells representing a more immature type of osteogenesis; the
MSCs were distributed in amorphous ground substance containing
thin microfibrils (d≒10nm, band interval= indistinct) intermingled
with a few thicker fibrils (d=15-30nm, band interval d≒20nm) of the
Cellmatrix collagen under non-inducing condition (the controls) [1618]. In contrast, results of the TEM investigation of the experimentals
cultured under induction condition indicated that the Cellmatrix gel
fabricated a complicated network of collagen fibres (d≒1µm) which
divided into fibrils/microfibrils (d=10-40nm, band interval=indistinct

★
★
MV

★

100nm
Figure 6. TEM of the day 21 experimental group. Matrix vesicle (MV)- and Type I collagen
(★: d=30-40nm, bandings=60-70 nm)-mediated calcification in the ECM are identified;
Cellmatrix fibres or fibrils were hardly identified in the ECM of the day 21 specimens.
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On the other hand, the present TEM study revealed that the welldeveloped cytoskeleton and abundant membranous organelles in
particular mitochondria of orthodox configuration, and distribution of
coated vesicles and endosomes spatially closely related with lysosomes
were general characteristics of the mature experimental days 3-21 Oblike HMS0014 cells. We observed budding of small smooth-surface
vesicles nearby/at the cell membrane, as well as accumulation of
nascent/thin collagen fibrils and microapocrine secretion of MVs at the
periphery of cell membrane in the ECM; the intracellular morphplasms
were organelles and paraplasms related with vesicular transport and
trafficking mechanisms of the osteogeneic Ob-like cells [19-22].
Many studies have reported that the intracellular actin filament
cortex maintained and regulated the cell shape and generation of
mechanical forces in cell migration [6,22]. Furthermore, stress fibres
of the cortex architecture were developed to couple with focal adhesion
plaques for conductance of forces towards the substrate and scaffolds,
so that chemical and physical signals occurred at the focal adhesions
were transmitted to the cell and subsequently shared with neighboring
cells via intercellular junctions [23-26]. Taken together, the results
of these histological studies revealed that intracellular cytoskeletal
elements were organised to be a tension-bearing structure, which gave
3D structural support to carry out cellular movements and conveyed
information/signals about the microenvironment of the cells [22,27,28].
Our previous SEM studies have demonstrated that Ob-like cells spread
well on the surface of Ti-based test samples under inducing conditions
[4,5,10,11]. In the present TEM study, we observed that osteo-induced
Ob-like HMS0014 cells contained many microfilaments, intermediate
filaments and microtubules in the cell body and peripheral cytoplasm.
We speculated that the distribution of the F-actin cytoskeleton was
corresponding with actin stress fibres contributing to focal adhesion
formation, which was co-localised with the expression of F-actin and
CD51 in our previous fluorescent immunomicroscopy of HMS0014
cells cultured under inducing conditions [4,5,10,11].

★
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to 20nm) to disperse in the intercellular spaces containing also collagen
type I secreted by osteoinduced Ob-like cells, thereby contributed to
the ECM scaffold containing hybrid collagen fibrils. On the other
hand, we revealed sedimentation of cement line to enhance contact
osteogenesis at the peripheries of Cellmatrix fibres which consisted of
fibrillar collagen and amorphous ground substance. Meanwhile, the
TEM demonstrated both MV- and collagen-mediated mineralisation
events occurred nearby the Ob-like cells and along hybrid collagen type
I and Cellmatrix fibrils distributed in the ECM. The findings indicated
that mineralisation phenomenon of the hybrid fibrils and an increased
collagen type I secretion by the active Ob-like cells resulted in changes
of the fibrillar component in ECM scaffold. The Cellmatrix collagen
in the ECM scaffold was temporo-spacially replaced by collagen type
I; Cellmatrix fibres/fibrils were not evident in the day 21 experimental
specimens.

In the present study, we observed that some of the day 21 Ob-like
cells were characterised with ultrastructural evidences of distribution
of numerous lysosomes in the cytoplasm and the disintegrated
nucleolemma enveloping patches of condensed chromatin and many
electron-dense autophagic vacuoles. The histology demonstrated
the occurrence of non-apoptotic programmed cell death, and was
indicative for progressive autophagic degeneration of the surviving
osteogeneic cells in the day 21 3D-cultured GBR tissue [29,30]. Many
studies have stated that the recycling function of autophagy through
a lysosomal degradation pathway essentially maintained homeostasis
and the survival of cells [30-32]. The present study found that the
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experimental cells were interconnected by GJS channels for allowing
the transmission of electrical impulses among their neighbouring
cells to play an important function in the coordination of Ob-like cell
turnover and energy homeostasis by spreading and moderating cellkilling signals to also cause the bystander effects between contacting
cells [23-28,33-35].
It has been reported by several studies that tissue engineering
for GBR by the placement of MSCs within a biodegradable scaffold
decreased in the need for recruitment of osteogeneic cells at a bone
defect site [36-38]. We previously reported that KUSA/A1 mouse MSCs
GBR-engineered in 3D Cellmatrix Type I-A Gel collagen networks
contributed to contact osteogenesis providing direct BIC with Ti dental
IPs [1,4,6,8]. The present TEM study revealed that the active Ob-like
HMS0014 cells contained the morphoplasm providing for the vesicular
transport and trafficking mechanisms, as well as demonstrated
histological findings related to the turnover and interactions between
the cells and ECM that enhanced osteoconduction of the ECM scaffold.
Moreover, we identified configuration of GJSs related with autophagymediated programmed cell death of the Ob-like cells survived in the
mineralising osteoid tissue [20,30-32,34].
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